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Submission #1:
AA 587
After years of obsessive fighting to the heart of the apocalypse, after the last blast has
receded, the dust settled, and the radiation decayed, we are still here, and now we must
begin living.
Lockheed Senior Prom - What if a missile was designed and tested as a joke?
They will build the tower together.
What happens when the period doesn’t come?
“Whatever story you’re telling, you don’t want to narrate as if you’re sighting it down the
barrel of a rifle.”
Garuda Indonesia Flight 152:
cleared for ILS (Instrument Landing System) approach
316 degrees heading (direction that nose is pointing in relation to local magnetic North
(316 is slightly Northnorthwest))
descended to 3000 ft, instructed to turn left to 240 to intercept runway 05 ILS
instructed to continue on 215 heading and descend to 2000 ft
Instructed to turn right to 046 heading and report when established on localizer
(instrument providing runway guidance)
confusion w/ ATC as to direction of turn
crash 18 miles from airport in wooded area and explosion
Sumatra (large island of Indonesia) land-use allocation policy use of fire for oil palm and
timber plantations, transmigration sites, shifting cultivation
smoke and haze problems caused by burning forests
plantations on peat soils
land allocated w/o regard for rights of native peoples

fires used to drive local communities away
natives will burn plantations to retaliate, conflict escalated in late 90s
tropical climate, temp from 26-32 C
rubber trees
Tapung-Kiri river
CO2 emissions
visibility measured in metres as low as 700

LMDC General Project Plan:
LMDC (Lower Manhattan Development Corporation) planned to acquire the property
130 liberty street, owned by Deutsche bank, as part of the World Trade Center Memorial
and Cultural Program Land Use Improvement and Civic Project (known as “The
Project”). The building was damaged on 9/11.
Directionalities are designated by the terms “northerly,” “southerly,” etc.
Words for a piece of land: plot, piece, parcel
Words used when designating the location of a piece: situate, lying, being
Words for size/expanse: bounded, “described” (?)
Description of bounding progresses directionally clockwise from North.
Bounding is measured in feet and inches, to the ⅛ inch.
LMDC “excepted” transit association, government, and city property from the
acquisition.
WTC:

Submission #2:
I untaught myself that the Universe will end
because it never began
I untaught myself that the stars make up shapes
because we want them to
I untaught myself that the sun is a ball of fire
because it's beyond that
I untaught myself that the moon follows me around
because it couldn't care less
I untaught myself that the air is here for me
because it's just waste from plants
I untaught myself that I know how others feel
because I don't even know how I feel
I untaught myself myself
because
Work
with
that.
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